RE-EXAMINING RETAIL:
WHAT DO CONSUMERS
EXPECT IN 2021?
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INTRODUCTION
It’s no secret that 2020 hit the retail sector hard.
With the coronavirus pandemic, and subsequent lockdowns, causing
disruption across the country, many consumers were forced to rely on
online variants to their local shops and high street brands. Likewise,
businesses were forced to adapt quickly to the changing environments
– investing in technology, people, and support to help facilitate growing
digital demand that, in many cases, simply didn’t exist before!
But with 2020 well behind us, retailers, brands and consumers are
looking to the next 12 months, and what this could have in store for the
retail industry. Which is where we come in. At FM Outsource we want
to re-examine retail in 2021; using data collected from real consumers,
insight from industry professionals, and our own unique customer
service perspective we hope to put together a complete picture of what
people want and how businesses can bounce back after a year of almost
complete collapse.
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KEY DATA POINTS
Looking for the most important take-aways from our independent survey?
Check out the key data points below for a snapshot of what we’ve learnt.
But this is only part of the story…
For expert analysis on what this data means for the retail industry,
as well as insight from those that live retail, be sure to read on.

300

90%

UK Consumers

Of consumers think customer service
is more important than ever in 2021

1 in 5

64%

Customers think online customer
service is poor or unhelpful

Of consumers do more than
half their shopping online

Over 30%

Two-thirds

Of customers expect to use
live chat for online retailers

Of respondents expect a live chat
response within 90 minutes!
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WHAT THE DATA SAYS:
SURVEY ANALYSIS
As part of our in-depth analysis of the challenges facing the retail sector in the wake
of COVID-19, we surveyed 300 consumers across the UK. They were questioned on
their use of online retailers during the past year, as well as their general attitude
toward online customer service – helping retailers to understand the needs of their
customers and deliver a better experience online.

Percentage %

50

In order to get an accurate, grounded understanding of
how ordinary retail customers felt about their online
experiences and customer service outsourcing, we
surveyed a broad selection of the population. This
included a split in age ranges, with 34.81% of respondents
being between 18-34, 45.43% between 35-54, and the
remainder being 55 or over in order to accurately reflect
the make-up of today’s shoppers.
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AGE RANGE
By the same measure, there was a roughly even
split in respondents from all corners of the
United Kingdom, with England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland all being represented.
Of the 300 respondents, 52% were female
and 48% were male.

Scotland

7.96%
Northern
Ireland

20.35%

48.38% 51.62%
Wales

3.24%
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England

68.44%

WHAT THE DATA SAYS: SURVEY ANALYSIS

ONLINE RETAIL IN 2020

5.9%
2.36%

Never shop online

“It’s unsurprising then that
over 64% of our respondents did
more than half o
 f their shopping
online in 2020.”
It’s important to note that this was
irrespective o
 f food and grocery shopping.

It’s no secret that retailers had seen a massive
influx on their online platforms throughout the
last 12 months. Coronavirus, and the subsequent
nationwide lockdowns, have all but suffocated the
brick-and-mortar market, leaving consumers with
little choice but to head online and engage with
retailers in a different way. It’s unsurprising then
that over 64% of our respondents did more than
half of their shopping online in 2020. It’s important
to note that this was irrespective of food and
grocery shopping. Nearly 6% of all respondents

Exclusively
shop online

64.01%

More than 50% of
shopping online

stated that they exclusively did their shopping
online, whilst only 2.7% said that they never use
online retailers.
As brick-and-mortar retailers continue to struggle
in a highly-competitive market, and online
shopping becomes easier and more flexible,
it’s very likely that we’ll see the number of people
that exclusively shop online increase through
2021 and beyond.

CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY
When asked to rate their online customer service
experience during the last 12 months, 80.84% of
all respondents gave a rating of between 6 - 10.
In this context, 10 is the highest possible rating
and 1 was the lowest. So, it’s clear from the data
that the vast majority of people have had a positive
experience with online retailers and their customer
service partners; whether that was in-house
or an outsourcer!
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The most common response (25.37%) was to rate
customer service as 8 out of 10 for quality. This is
generally regarded as a ‘passive’ response from
respondents and may be indicative of customers
not wanting to overpraise, or not knowing one way
or the other how to rank their customer service
experience – leading to a ‘middle ground’ on
the scale.

WHAT THE DATA SAYS: SURVEY ANALYSIS

CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY
In contrast, nearly 1 in 5 (19.16%) customers rated their online customer service experience between 1
and 5 out of 10. This is a significant proportion of the market that has had a less than stellar experience
online – ranging from simply unsatisfactory to down right terrible! These statistics represent a significant
opportunity for many retailers that want to do customer service better and use it as a differentiator from
their competitors. With the right investment there’s a potential gain of 20% of the market share!

19.16%

80.84%

Rated 1-5

Rated 6-10

Quality

8/10

Level
of help

10/10

8/10

0

25.36%

20

Rated 1-5

Whilst this doesn’t paint a great picture for the
industry, it is important to consider the context of
the data. Namely, that some retailers may not have
had the resources to enable a smooth transition
to online selling, or delivering customer service in
greater numbers due to the global pandemic.
As part of the survey, we also asked respondents
to rate the ‘helpfulness’ of their customer service
experience, irrespective of the quality or ease of
how it was delivered at the time. Interesting, one
quarter (25.36%) stated that customer service was
unhelpful, and the majority (50.73%) rated their
experience below 7 out of 10. If we use the retail
industry format of 7 out of 10 being the threshold
to quality, it’s obvious that a lot of consumers
don’t feel like they are getting what they want from
online customer service interactions.
When asked to explain the reasoning behind their
customer service rating, our respondents were
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40

60

10/10

71.62%

80

100%

Rated 6-10

more than happy to clarify – both with praise and
negative feedback:
As you might expect, the majority of positive
responses were simply earned through fast,
effective responses and polite attitudes from
customer service professionals.
For example, one respondent said that customer
services personnel they’d spoke to were always,
“Helpful, willing to go the extra mile, friendly
and polite.” All attributes we have come to
expect from retailers and those that represent
the brand. Similarly, another respondent said
that their support teams are, “Always helpful
and informative when they can be, [with] good
information on delivery times.” This statement
seems to suggest a level of empathy with
customer care teams, and potentially a growing
understanding within consumers that customer
services simply may not always have the answers.

WHAT THE DATA SAYS: SURVEY ANALYSIS

CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY
Interestingly – or perhaps not so interestingly –
there is a clear appreciation for the strain the retail
industry is under, and that came across in individual
responses. One respondent stated that, “for the
most part [customer service was] very helpful, but
there are more delays in response due to COVID.”
whilst another gave a glowing review: “Customer
service has always been good I have found, and
during the pandemic it’s been even better!”
When assessing the negative responses to online
customer service, a clear pattern appears. For the
most part, respondent frustrations revolve around
the inability to speak to a ‘real person’, a perceived
lack of care on the part of the customer care team,
and the length of time it takes to get a response.
One respondent simply said: “Have you ever tried
to contact them? They ignore emails, chat bots
are useless and the phone queues are a joke.” This
theme was echoed by another respondent, who
stated, “Issues are much slower to resolve. You
can be in an online chat for hours or have to wait
days and days for emails. Phone calls aren’t much
better as any returns or refunds normally take 5-7
days to process. Face to face is much quicker and
easier.” This seems to suggest that some consumers
are still struggling to adjust from brick and mortar
interaction and the online space. Equally, these
responses give us an insight into how personal the

customer service process is for many consumers. In
their eyes they aren’t speaking to an ‘industry’, they
are trying to have a personal conversation in order
to resolve their issues.
Another that seems prevalent is that of offshore
outsourcing, which has left a negative impression
on many of our respondents. One person said,
“[Customer service] is usually good. My only real
complaint has been when I have to deal with an
overseas call centre rather than one in the UK.”
and this was echoed by another who stated, “Some
issues occur when the call taker is obviously not
from the UK and there is a bit of difficulty over
language.”
Whilst outsourcing customer service is an effective
strategy for a lot of business, it needs careful
consideration as it can have some negative
impacts for consumers – as highlighted above.
This language barrier can be a significant issue
to resolve, because if your customers are having
trouble communicating, interactions will take
far longer and your customer experience will be
severely impacted. In order to make this work,
businesses require attention and good training on
behalf of brands and outsourcers to ensure it does
not conflict with the great work that is being done
to help customers.

“Given the vast amount of online orders over the past 12 months due to
COVID, all online services have been put under an extreme amount of pressure
to provide excellent service to everyone. That’s why I gave it an average score
as I’m hoping that future online orders will improve as the companies learn to
deal with this expansion in online orders.”
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WHAT THE DATA SAYS: SURVEY ANALYSIS

CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

One of the key highlights from our retail survey was the expectations that consumers put onto online
customer service – their preferred methods and what sort of times they expect to be waiting for a response.
When it comes to preferred methods of contact,
well over half of our respondents (63%) still opt for
phone or email as their starting point. Considering
the age ranges of our respondents, and the clear
desire to ‘speak to a real person’, this isn’t at all
surprising. After this, 31.27% said they would
use live chat features over emails or calls, clearly
demonstrating the literacy and knowledge of online
customer service tools amongst regular consumers.
Interestingly, only 4.72% of consumers said they
would use social media as their option of first
recourse, potentially indicating a lack of faith in
this platform for rapid responses. Alternatively,
it could be an indication that many consumers
don’t realise or don’t consider social media
channels to be a viable customer service tool,
given that it exists for so much more – such as
brand amplification and engagement.
For brands with a much more developed social
media presence – and potentially a younger
target audience – we would expect social media
to be more heavily leaned-on for customer
service resolutions.
In terms of how respondents expect retailers to
cater for customer service, over 70% stated that
they should have an email address (77.29%) and
live chat (74.04%) availability on their website.
58.41% said that they would expect a retailer to
have a call centre in place to deal with customer
queries. Whilst this is still a majority, it is interesting
that it’s deemed less of a priority to the average
consumer than it might have done in the past.
This could be an indication that customers see
call centres as old fashioned, or that there is a
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“When it comes to
preferred methods of
contact, well over half of
our respondents (63%)
still opt for phone or email
as their starting point.”

80%
Expected methods

70

Preferred method
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Live chat

Social media

greater awareness of the financial and operation
strains put on retailers to facilitate this form of
customer service. Equally, it could purely be down
to generational preference, with older generations
feeling more comfortable picking up the phone
(as it’s something they’re used to!) whilst younger
consumers will prefer to use digital-only channels.
Finally, only 38% of respondents expected brands
to have designated social media channels to
handle queries.

WHAT THE DATA SAYS: SURVEY ANALYSIS

CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
With regards to average response times when
using online customer service tools, it’s clear that
consumers are more forgiving when it comes to
web-dedicated channels such as live chat compared
to traditional channels such as a phone call.
62.83% of respondents expect a response time
within 90 minutes from online services, with 40%
expecting contact within half an hour. Interestingly,
14.75% of customers think it could take up to a day
to get a response and 5% have no expectation on
response time at all!
When it comes to responding to phone calls,
the expectation is much, much greater; owing
to the personal nature of the channel and the
anticipation of immediacy. 59.88% of respondents
expected to wait on hold for between 1 minute
and 5 minutes when engaging with retailers over
the phone. Interestingly, a significant number
(23.89%) thought that it was reasonable to receive

What this data tells us is that when it comes to
using ‘traditional’ customer service channels, the
leeway is far less than you’d get with purely online
channels. This should give retailers some key
considerations when it comes to designating their
in-house teams of outsource partners!

LIVE CHANNELS
Phone or live chat

59.88%

ONLINE TOOLS

5.01%

a response within 5 - 15 minutes, whilst on the
opposite end of the spectrum, 12.68% expected
an instantaneous response within 1 minute. This
is very much achievable via webchat, as agents
can handle multiple queries at once, but is far
from doable through phones, where it would be
extremely cost-ineffective to man that many phones
to handle all queries.

12.68%

Less than
1 min

1 - 5 mins

Email or other

No expectation

14.75%

Less than 24hrs

23.89%

5 - 15 mins

40.12%

Less than
30 mins
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“When it comes to responding to
phone calls, the expectation is much,
much greater; owing to the personal
nature of the channel and the
anticipation of immediacy.”

WHAT THE DATA SAYS: SURVEY ANALYSIS

THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD
CUSTOMER SERVICE

As might be expected, the vast majority of survey
respondents (89.97%) believe that retail customer
service is going to be more important than ever in
2021 – especially in the wake of COVID-19 and the
continued move toward digitisation in the sector.
In contrast, just over 10% of consumers stated that
it wasn’t important or that they weren’t sure of its
importance in the year to come.

16.22%

83.78%

Would STOP using a
retailer if they offered
poor customer service
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89

.97%

Believe good customer
service is IMPORTANT
in 2021

Finally, we wanted to assess to what extent poor
online customer service could have a tangible,
fiscal impact on retailers in 2021 and beyond.
And we appear to have a definitive answer. When
asked whether poor customer service would stop
them from using a retailer again, 83.78% of those
surveyed said that it would! Not only is that a clear
indicator of how seriously customers take service
from retailers, it also spells out, in plain numbers,
how important getting customer service right is
for the survival of individual retailers – and the
industry as a whole.

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS:
FROM THE EXPERTS
In order to see how retail could bounce back in 2021, we didn’t just want to get
insight from UK consumers. Whilst their opinions and responses are ultimately what
dictates the direction of retail, consumerism and customer service post-COVID,
it’s important to hear from experts within the sector as well. To that end, we have
gathered quotes and comments from around the UK retail industry in order to
provide a balanced, fresh perspective on the challenges facing retail in 2021 and the
value of investing customer service outsourcing.
We asked them a selection of questions to get their expert opinion:
How the events of 2020 changed how
retailers deliver customer service

The key challenges facing customer
service in 2021

“Delivering great customer service during the
pandemic has been a real challenge for many
retailers, and lots have had to rethink the way
that they engage with customers over the last
year. For convenience stores, it’s been much
more about finding ways to get products and
services to customers in the safest and quickest
way possible. That could mean anything from
making it easier to pay with mobile or contactless
payment, enabling customers to order ahead and
collect their shopping, or introducing local home
delivery services. Retailers number one priority
throughout the year has been keeping customers
and colleagues safe, so many are focusing on other
ways to reach their customers online and through
social media.”

“From a retailer perspective we have seen an
accelerated shift to online shopping due to
COVID-19. With that in mind it is clear that the main
customer service challenge is moving the in store
strengths to the online arena. It is also important
to continue to develop the in-store experience
and service so that shops find a different way of
attracting customers.”

Chris Noice,
Direct of Communications –
Association of Convenience Stores
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Emily Bridgewater,
Editor & Communications Manager –
British Independent Retailers Association (BIRA)

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS: FROM THE EXPERTS
Customer services tools that retailers
have had to invest in
“[Retailers] have the ability to adapt their
businesses and reach customers in all kinds of
different ways, which is why they continue to be
successful. Using the example of home delivery,
retailers do everything from having a pen and
paper by the phone, to getting orders through
social media, to having a fully integrated app that
provides the service for customers.

“The main challenge that retailers are going to face
is how they adapt their in-store environment to
meet the gradual re-opening of other sectors and
relaxation of restrictions on what retailers and
customers can do. Simple things like stopping to
have a chat with someone at the till can have a
huge positive impact on a customers’ day, but
even this has been a challenge for retailers in the
current climate.”
Chris Noice,
Direct of Communications –
Association of Convenience Stores

The importance of getting customer
service right
“It’s never been more important [to get customer
service right] – both in a shop and online.
Internet shopping is very competitive and a
one-dimensional experience compared to visiting
a shop. The business that can add personality,
empathy and positive customer interaction to
online customer service will be a winner.”
Emily Bridgewater,
Editor & Communications Manager – (BIRA)
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Social media is incredibly important for retailers,
especially over the last year when a lot of the more
fun aspects of promoting products and services
have moved online. Reaching customers instantly,
and usually for free, is a no brainer for modern
convenience stores.”
Chris Noice,
Direct of Communications –
Association of Convenience Stores

The value of outsourcing in 2021
“There are pros and cons of outsourcing. On one
hand, it allows retailers to focus on other aspects
of the business and know that customer service is
being looked at separately. But on the other, it’s
that personal connection between the retailer and
the community that’s so important – so it’s crucial
that the connection is genuine and doesn’t feel
like it’s disconnected.”
Chris Noice,
Direct of Communications –
Association of Convenience Stores

ABOUT US

FM Outsource is a leading provider of customer service
outsource solutions for the UK retail market. We provide
tech-led, high quality contact centres for some of the UK’s
top retailer and logistics companies. We’re omnichannel,
24/7, and multilingual. We use our expertise to help
clients focus on other areas of their business whilst we
deliver award-winning customer service.
We started in 2012 in a shared office space in Manchester,
answering customer service questions over Twitter for our
first client. Almost 10 years later and we have expanded
our UK operations, handling interactions across seven
different channels for our ever-expanding list of clients. In
that time, we’ve grown from a team that offered English
coverage between the hours of 9-5 on week days to a
multilingual, 24/7 operation.
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FM Outsource
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